
























Cli.apter 1 

this site in any era would have exploited the fishing resource to the limit of their technology, and 

residents of the middle ages would have been no exception. Originally, the Waal had a north

bending meander here, and this river bend probably determined the village's layout, along a north

south axis. Sometime during the middle ages - and possibly because people were building dikes 

from about 1100 onward - the river Waal straightened itself out, cutting off the meander, which 

created an oxbow lake in place of the river loop. This, Elbers reports, was the site of De Nessche 

["The Nose"] - apparently named for the noselike shape of the river bend. 

A Connection Between the Van Tuyls and the Village of Tuil? 

At the time the earliest public records still in existence were written - the early 14th century - 

there lived a man named Ghijsbrecht die Voecht van Tuyl, owner of De Nesse [De Nessche] at 

Tuil.63 His fishery was likely then in the pond (it still exists today) created by the rerouting of 

the Waal, as well as in the river itself. He was not the only Van Tuy! in the area at that time, nor 

was he the only person in the region styling himself Van Tuy!. These early Van Tuyls may or 

may not have been related to one another (though in the small, static villages of the time it must 

have been common for most people to be relatives - legitimate or otherwise). Just who were 

they? Where did they fit into society? What is there relation, if any, to today's bearers of the 

name Van Tuy!? To understand this, we need to learn a bit about the history of the Middle Ages, 

the Feudal System and the Duchy of Gelre. 

63 Van Doornick, P.N. and Van Veen, J.S., "Acten betreffende Gelre en Zutphen 1107 - 1415," Haarlem, 
1908, pg. 179. 
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Tuil in t/u Mitf tf{e, .9lges 
[after 'E16ers ... '"£,en Op graving in 'Tuil''] 
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Today, the village of Tuil lies - oddly - at right angles to the town dike. The reason? Up 
until the 12th or 13th century, the River Waal meandered through this delta region, and Tuil 
was built along the river bend. When people began building dikes in the middle ages, the 
river was forced into a new, straighter flow pattern. In the 19th c'entury - after centuries of 
dike breaks at Tuil, a new dike was built which truncated the original village as shown. 

The family Van Tuyl takes its name from this village. One of the earliest village residents 
of that name we know of was Ghijsbrecht de Voecht van Tuyl and his wife Agnes, who 
owned the hofstad in Tuil and the.fishery De Nessche in 1322, but what connection, if any, 
they had to the family Van Tuyl which settled at the same time along the River Linge is 
unknown. It is these settlers along the Linge which became the progenitors of today's Van 
Tuyls of the Bommelerwaard and America 

Update: Twenty-first century research has determined that Ghisbrecht de Voecht van Tuyl 
testified in 1333 that he was the nephew of one Heer Willem van Tuyl, and as a result, we now 
believe that Willem van Tuyl, born about 1230 C.E., is the earliest known member of the 
family van Tuyl. [See: Dutch Genealogy, pg. 485].
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